GERMANY:

American Ninth Army Troops have continued to chase the Germans along their front. The Veteran 35th Infantry Division has taken Venlo and has raced to a point only 5 miles from United Kingdom and Canadian troops. The battle along the American Ninth Army front has turned into a race for the Rhine bridges and it is thought that the Germans will blow up the bridges leaving large numbers of their troops trapped on the western side of the Rhine. General Simpson's men have taken Venlo, Rollem and Krefeld. Krefeld is the largest place taken so far by Ninth Army forces. Ninth Army tanks have arrived at the Rhine about 3 miles north of Neuss. There was bitter fighting going on in parts of Neuss this morning. Yanks are closing up to the Rhine along a 12 mile stretch. Last evening troops of the 83rd Infantry Division had reached the Rhine somewhere near Dusseldorf and artillery is shelling the big city that lies on the other side of the Rhine. The Ninth Army took another 3000 prisoners yesterday. North of the American Ninth Army front, United Kingdom troops are following the Germans who are falling back in full scale retreat between the Maas and the Rhine. It is difficult for the United Kingdom forces to keep in contact with the rear-guarding Germans. Canadian troops of the First Canadian Army are still meeting fierce German resistance in the forest that covers the Rhine crossings.

American First Army troops have taken the town of Roden and have pushed beyond it. They were last reported to be 5 miles from the outskirts of Cologne. First Army Yanks have enlarged their bridgehead over the Rhine to 13 miles long by 3 miles deep. The Germans are resisting strongly on this sector. General Eisenhower said last night that "the progress of the American Ninth and First Armies during the past week had been 'highly satisfactory' and casualties were gratifyingly light."

General Patton's Third Army Troops have taken the city of Trier. The Americans that took Trier have joined up with other Third Army Yanks advancing from Bitburg and a German force has been encircled. Third Army troops have advanced along a 45 mile front from Trier to southeast of Prum. In yesterday's fighting the Americans bagged 4600 prisoners.

The Allied aerial offensive against the Reich has gone on without letup during the past 24 hours. Today, more than 700 American heavies went to eastern Germany to hammer Berlin, Magdeburg and Chemnitz. Last night RAF Mosquitos attacked Berlin for the 11th night running. They also bombed the tank-manufacturing city of Kassel during the night. Allied planes yesterday flew over 9000 sorties against German targets.

RUSSIA:

General Robert Rokossovsky's Second White Russian Army tanks were reported today to have reached the outskirts of Koslin on the main coastal railway halfway between Stettin and Danzig. Koslin is about 8 miles from the Baltic Sea. Rokossovsky's raiding columns are threatening to complete the encirclement of the Germans in the Danzig pocket. Moscow radio said today that "with the threat to Zhukov's flank over, the Russians are ready once more to assume their offensive towards Berlin."

THE PHILIPPINES:

General De Gaulle has announced that the French Army now numbers 1,200,000 men but it still lacks arms and equipment.

THE PACIFIC:

Chinese First Army troops flushing down the Burma road in northeast Burma were last reported within 9 miles of the railroad town of Lashio. The Japs said today that American carrier planes had attacked the Kyushu chain of islands north of Formosa.
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AMERICAN MARINES ON THE ISLAND OF IWO JIMA HAVE DRIVEN A DEEP MIDGE INTO THE JAP POSITIONS AND ARE SPLITTING THE JAP GARRISON IN TWO. THE MARINES HAVE ALMOST REACHED THE NORTHERN COAST OF THE ISLAND. OVER 7000 DEAD JAPS HAVE BEEN COUNTED ON IWO JIMA SO FAR.

ON LANDING ON THE ISLAND OF LUBANG, AMERICAN TROOPS HAVE CLEARED THE SEA ROUTE TO MANILA.

GILBERT

BY SGT. N. S. FIRFRES

HURRY MEN LETS GET UNLOADED - WE HAVE TO LOAD AGAIN